The intrinsic metric symmetries of pseudo-Riemannian space-time universally maintain strict spatial flatness in the invariant GR interval. The non-linear time element of this interval always depends on the particle velocity or spatial displacement and differs from the proper-time differential of a local observer. The interval is a first integral of motion in a strong central field with Weber-type gravitational potentials, which relieve the metric from the Schwarzschild singularity. These conceptual potentials keep the Gauss gravitational flux and the universal Newton force for strong fields. The observed planetary perihelion precession, the radar echo delay, and gravitational light bending can be explained quantitatively without departure from Euclidean spatial geometry. Shiff's frame-drag estimations, but diminished geodetic precessions of the Gravity Probe B gyroscopes are predicted from the standard GR formalism with the metric symmetries.
Introduction
In 1913 Einstein and Grossman published their metric formalism for a test particle in a gravitational field and in 1915 the Einstein equation for sources accomplished the basic tensor approach to warped space-time with matter [1] . This metric theory of gravity, known as General Relativity (GR), can operate fluently with curved spatial displacement dl N = γ N ij dx i dx j of the point mass m N by accepting the Schwarzschild or Droste metric solution [2] without specific restrictions on the space metric tensor γ We intend to analyze time and space elements within the GR four-interval ds ≡ g N µν dx µ dx ν and to prove that the time element dτ N of the moving mass m N depends in gravitational fields not only on the world time t (with the interval dt ≡ √ δ oo dx o dx o = dx o > 0) and space coordinates x i , but also on the physical velocity dl N /dτ N ≡ v and, ultimately, on the element of spatial displacement dl N ≡ γ N ij dx i dx j (called the space interval in Special Relativity). Then non-linear field contributions to the time element dτ N (v) within the conventional four-interval ds 2 = dτ 2 (v) − dl 2 of Einstein's relativity may modify Schwarzschild-type solutions operating with the curved three-space metric. Moreover, the calculated ratio dl/dτ N (v) = v may differ from a real velocity dl/dτ O , measured by a local observer with its proper-time dτ O (dl = 0) = ds. Complications with non-linear particle time dτ (v) ≡ dτ (dl) might be rewarded by the universal, flat space element dl in the warped space-time. We shall always stay in the frames of the 1913 tensor formalism for gravitation and therefore our search of non-linear solutions for the GR interval should not contradict the Einstein 1915 equation, which is irrelevant to our analysis.
The first attempt to interpret GR in parallel terms of pseudo-Riemannian and flat four-spaces were made by Rosen [3] , Einstein co-author of the unpublished 1936 paper about the non-existence of gravitational waves. Lately other authors, for example [4, 5] , argued in favor of pseudo-Euclidean geometry for gravitational phenomena. We shall rely on the Einstein-Grossman extension of Special Relativity (SR) on gravitation through warped space-time with pseudoRiemannian geometry for every point particle. But such 4D metric gravitation may keep for real matter intrinsic metric symmetries γ N ij = δ ij (universal 3D subspace) within Einstein's general formalism. In other words we are planning not to revise the Einstein -Poincare principle of relativity or the original GR concept, but to prove that Schwarzschild's solution for a central field is not the only rotationally invariant GR extension of the SR interval. The first point we wish to discuss here is the particle non-linear time, dτ ≡ dτ (dl, v), which should be considered in GR as a function of the particle velocity v = dl/dτ or spatial displacement dl in a given gravitational field. Finally we wish to operate with the non-linear Weber-type gravitational potential W o = U o √ 1 − v 2 = U o /(V o − U o ) for a planet with the total relativistic energy P o = mV o in the Sun's central field, rather than with the Newton potential U o . In other words we plan to replace the universal potential U o = −GM/r for a static central field with the specific particle potential W o = −GM/(rV o + GM ), which is free from singularities. The main challenge here will be to derive the source universal intensity, f /m = −GM r/r 3 , and the Gauss universal flux, f r 2 d Ω = −4πGM , from the non-universal potential for the test particle N with the specific parameter
In our approach the warped GR four-interval ds[dτ (dl, v), dl] cannot be decomposed conceptually on pure time and space subintervals, contrary to the algebraic Schwarzschild-type solutions [2] with time and space metric splits. In order to justify the indivisible non-liner composition of time and space elements in the GR four-interval we shall clarify how the known gravitational tests of General Relativity can be explained quantitatively without departure from spatial flatness. We shall finalize our non-linear approach to Einstein's gravitation without Schwarzschild singularities by alternative predictions for free orbiting gyroscopes and the Gravity Probe B Experiment.
Below we shall verify at first that the GR tetrad formalism admits the universal metric symmetries γ N ij = δ ij for every elementary mass m N in its pseudoRiemannian space-time. Then we shall find that the tensor g N µν with Weber-type gravitational potentials can satisfy these metric symmetries for matter under any fields and gauges. This covariant GR scheme with warped space-time but strictly flat three-space is consistent with the Universe's large-scale flatness confirmed by the balloon measurements [6] of the nearly isotropic 2.73K cosmic microwave background radiation. And this scheme, non-linear time and flat space, can also explain quantitatively the planet perihelion precession, the radar echo delay, and gravitational light bending, for example [7, 8] .
Our calculated corrections to Newtonian motion in the weak Sun's field will coincide with the similar results of other authors, who traditionally admit decompositions of the invariant four-interval into the algebraic time and space parts. Observable dynamics of matter in moderate and strong fields provides, in principle, an opportunity to distinguish GR solutions with non-linear time and flat space from Schwarzschild-type constructions without intrinsic metric symmetries. And even non-relativistic experiments with gyroscopes in the Earth's field may verify the specific particle metric with non-linear time and flat space.
2 Warped four-space with intrinsic metric symmetries for flat three-space
Now we employ the GR tetrad formalism, for example [9, 10] , in covariant expressions for an elementary rest-mass particle N in order to justify the universal mathematical opportunity to keep flat 3D subspace x i N in the curved four-space x µ N with a pseudo-Riemannian metric tensor g N µν = g µν (for short). At first we rewrite the four-interval, ds
N i (a, b = 1,2,3 and α, β = 0,1,2,3) depends essentially on gravitational fields of other masses because this triad is related to components of g µν . But this might not be the case when there are certain intrinsic symmetries for the pseudo-Riemannian metric with the tensor g N µν . Shortly, a warped mathematical 4D manifold does not automatically mean a warped 3D subspace for real matter.
Let us consider space components V i of the GR four-vector V µ ≡ g µν dx ν /ds by using the conventional tetrad formalism, −(
Now one can trace that the considered equalities
, and the plane, v (b) = δ ab dx (a) /dτ , velocities. These "trivial" relations indicate that all spatial triads can be considered as universal Kronecker's delta-symbols, e i , and consequently the threespace metric tensor is to be irrelevant to gravitation fields, i.e. g oi g oj g
Notice that we selected a time-like worldline with
ν with e
j −δ ij . Therefore Euclidean spatial geometry can be universally applied by the covariant GR formalism to dl
Contrary to universal spatial displacements dl, invariant four-intervals are not universal notions for masses K and N, because g N µν = g K µν in different external fields and ds K = ds N (say in the two-body problem, for example). The specific four-interval,
is to be defined only for one selected mass m N despite one use, for short, ds N ≡ ds and dx N ≡ dx. Moreover, this interval cannot be rigorously divided on "time", dτ 2 , and space, dl 2 ≡ γ ij dx i dx j = δ ij dx i dx j , elements , because we shall prove below that dτ ≡ dτ (dl). In our view, such time element
) of the moving mass m N in a gravitational field should depend on spatial displacement dl despite it is not immediately obvious from GR definitions. However this statement will be proved below by introduction of a non-linear equation for dτ N (dl) in the presence of gravity. Our interpretation of the warped four-interval (1), based on the "nonlinear timeflat space" set, rather than on "linear time -warped space" options, may be considered as another way toward solutions to the same non-linear GR equations.
Now we return to components of the covariant four-vector 
where
Again, we use a time-like worldline with dt = dx o > 0 and dτ = g
). The four-potential U µ for the mass m N is associated with external fields of all other masses m K . This potential is not a four-vector, like the sum V µ + U µ ≡ V µ , nor is the other summand V µ .
Recall that e
µ dx (β) . Therefore the tetrad with the zero or time label takes from (2) the following components and e (o)
Finally the tetrade e (β) µ and the metric tensor g
ν for the selected mass m N read
where we used from g oo ≡ e
Therefore the GR particle energy,
takes the expected form for kinetic and gravitational parts in strong fields with the gravitational potential U o . One may find from (3) and
Every component of the metric tensor depends in (3) on the field potential
At the same time all components of the three-space metric tensor,
oo −g ij = δ ij , are always independent from this field potential or its gauge as it may be verified directly from (3). In fact, this metric tensor depends on the relativistic Weber-type potentials,
, associated with the ratio of interval elements,
Recall that in 1848 Weber [11] introduced the electric potential
/2)/r 12 based on lab measurements of forces between moving charges q 1 and q 2 with the low relative velocity v
By substituting the metric tensor (3) into the GR interval ds
, one can rewrite (1) and find the proper time dτ = dτ N for the point mass m N in an external gravitational potential
. (4) Notice from here that the proper-time differential,
, of the local observer, dx i = 0 and dl = 0, differs from the time element (4) of the moving mass m with relativistic energy
The proper time ds of the moving mass and the time element (4) depends in general on all four components of the gravitational potential and on the energy-mass ratio P o /m = V o . Therefore the observed or real three-velocity dl/dτ O of a particle differs in relativistic gravito-mechanics from the non-linear ratio dl/dτ (dl, v) ≡ v of the particle space and time elements of the invariant (1).
The metric tensor (3), the interval (1), and the particle time element (4) are associated with warped space-time specified for one selected mass m N . We may employ common three-space for all masses (exclusively due to universal Euclidean geometry for their spatial displacements) but still should specify warped space-time and non-linear time for every selected mass. The time element dτ ≡ dτ N (dl, v) depends in (4) on the local potential U µ ≡ U N µ for the point mass and may be defined rigorously only for one mass, rather than for two or more masses (which are at different space points and in different external fields). Moreover, a nonlinear time rateτ = e
This reverse non-linear relation can be simplified in several subsequent steps through the following equalities to (4):
Finally one may conclude that the GR time element dτ in the metric interval (1) and, consequently, in the physical velocity v = dl/dτ depends in fields on the specific ratio U µ /V o of potential, mU µ , and total, mV o , energies of the selected particle and its coordinate velocity dx i /dt. The external gravitational potential U µ ≡ (P N µ − m N V µ )/m N for the point mass m N is generated by distant masses m K at their space points ξ K and can be estimated in practice from measurements of energy, momentum, and velocity of m N . The Sun's gravitational potential in the Sun's frame of references has been established from experiments as U µ = {−GM S |x − ξ S | −1 ; 0} and we shall employ its component U o in our calculations for gravitational tests of General Relativity with flat space and particle non-linear time.
3 Non-Schwarzschildian solution for the planetary perihelion precession
Now we consider a central gravitational field with a static potential, U i = 0 and U o = −GM r −1 in the metric tensor (3). We use Euclidean geometry for the radial distance r = |x−ξ S | ≡ u −1 in agreement with spatial flatness, maintained by (3) for any gravitational field. The interval (1) for a particle in a central field with U i = 0 takes due to (4) and (5) the following forms, respectively,
where infinite iterations for dτ
are assumed in strong fields. The polar coordinates may be used in (6) for the Euclidean element dl 2 = dr 2 + r 2 dθ 2 + r 2 sinθ 2 dϕ 2 in flat 3D space. The non-linear solution (6) for the invariant four-interval does not coincide with the Schwarzschild algebraic solution [2] for a central field. Therefore the postulated Schwarzschild extension of the SR interval, aside from other solutions obtained by coordinate transformations, is not the only rotationally invariant solution, which GR's tensor formalism can propose for dynamics of real matter. Ultrarelativistic velocities, v ≡ dl/dτ → 1 and √ 1 − v 2 → 0, in the strong Weber-type gravitational potential in (6) revise the Schwarzschild singularity. The latter is not expected at the finite radius in the strict GR formalism due, for example, to the smooth curvature invariants in pseudo-Riemannian space-time [10] . Einstein, "the reluctant father of black holes", very strictly expressed his final opinion regarding the Schwarzschild radius: "The essential result of this investigation is a clear understanding as to why Schwarzschild singularities do not exist in physical reality" [12] . In our view it seems logical that the most general equation of motion (1) should depend not only on particle coordinates, as it was assumed for the algebraic 1916 approximation [2] of the central field interval, but also on a particle velocity (or kinetic energy) in agreement with the basic Lagrange approach to classical dynamics. Then non-linear corrections will not lead weak field extrapolations to singularities and other non-physical results in strong fields.
Our nearest purpose is to derive integrals of motion for a particle in a strong central field from GR geodesic equations d 2 x µ /dp 2 = −Γ µ νλ dx ν dx λ /dp 2 . Nonzero affine connections Γ (6), ds 2 = g oo dt 2 − dl 2 . By following, for example, Weinberg's approach [10] with θ = π/2 = const for the isotropic central field and by substituting flat-space connections Γ µ νλ into the geodesic equations, one can define the parametric differential dp and find first integrals,    g oo dt/dp = const = 1, dp/ds = g oo dt/ds = E = const > 0 r 2 dϕ/dp = J = const, r 2 dϕ/ds = JE = L (dr/dp) 2 + (J/r)
of relativistic motion in strong gravitational fields. The last line in (7) corresponds to the interval equation
oo dt 2 and θ = π/2. Therefore the scalar invariant (6) is actually the first integral of motion in a central field with the Weber-type potential
The most general Lagrange formalism maintains both particle coordinates and velocity as independent dynamic variables for gravito-mechanical motion. The non-linear GR invariant (6) is specified by the particle velocity in
Recall that Schwarzschild's solution depends only on coordinates and is based on the universal algebraic constrain A(r) = B −1 (r) for two radial functions [2, 10] . Such velocity-free solutions for the particle GR invariant are not specific for different moving masses and disagrees with the basic principles of motion in classical fields. Therefore it is not surprising that the Schwarzschild -Droste interval, which is to be an invariant for gravito-mechanical motion of the mass, results in the conceptual difficulties for the relativistic dynamics of matter [13] . Now we shall use the laws (7) for relativistic motion in strong central fields in order to underline again the ignored statement of Einstein that Schwarzschild singularities do not exist "in physical reality" [12] . Indeed, one can find from (7) that ds
> 0 for dissipationless motion with the invariant (6),
From here dτ /dt = √ g oo = rE/(rE + GM ), W o = −GM/(rE + GM ), and there are grounds for metric singularities neither in the interval (6)-(6a), nor in the Weber potential when r → 0. Moreover, it is evident from (6a) with E = const that the Schwarzschild-Droste solution, aside from its coordinate transformations, is not a unique central field solution for the metric. However, one may assume for a moment that the specific metric (6a) would not correspond to the universal Newton force, which is well established from astronomic observations and lab measurements. In the last section we shall derive the universal law, f /m = −GM r/r 3 , for any mass m in the strong field with √ g oo = rE/(rE + GM ). Now the first integrals (6)- (7) can be used for calculations of the planet perihelion precession in the Solar system. The Sun's gravitational potential, (−U o ) = GM S r −1 ≡ µu ≪ 1, corresponds to the non-relativistic motion of a planet N (with the mass m N ≪ M S and v 2 N ≡ dl 2 /dτ 2 ≪ 1) in the Sun's rest frame, where U i = 0. The time element for the planet reads from (6) or (7) as
where we used µu ≪ 1, dl 2 ≪ dτ 2 (dl), and dt 2 − dτ 2 (dl) ≪ dt 2 . The field term with spatial displacement µudl 2 at the right hand side of (8) belongs to the time element within the invariant ds 2 . This displacement corresponds to non-linear field nature of time dτ (dl) = f (µdl/dτ ), originated from the Weber-type potential W µ = U µ (1 − v 2 ) in (3). Therefore the invariant (1) cannot be discretionally divided in fields (with such potentials) on time and space parts. There is no departure from Euclidean space geometry with metrics dl (8), (6), or (1). Again, particle non-linear time with spatial displacement dτ (dl) differs in (8) from the propertime (1 − 2µu) 1/2 dt of the local observer. Displacement corrections, µudl 2 /dt 2 , for the non-relativistic limit are very small compared with the main gravitational corrections, µu, to the Newtonian time rateṫ 2 ≡ 1 >> 2µu >> µudl 2 /dt 2 . However, the dependence of the particle time element dτ 2 from spatial displacement dl 2 accounts the reverse value of this time element, µdl 2 /dτ 2 , that ultimately is a way to restore strict spatial flatness in all covariant relations of Einstein's relativity. Here there is some kind of analogy with electrodynamics, where small contributions of Maxwell's displacement currents restore the strict charge conservation in the quasi-stationary Ampere's magnetic law.
Too integrals of motion (7) in weak fields, (1 − 2µu)dt/ds = E and r 2 dϕ/ds = L, and (8) result in the equation of a rosette motion for planets,
where u ′ ≡ du/dϕ and µu ≪ 1. Now (9) may be differentiated with respect to the polar angle ϕ,
by keeping only the largest gravitational terms. This equation may be solved in two steps, when a non-corrected Newtonian solution, u o = µL −2 (1 + ǫcosϕ), is substituted into the GR correction terms at the right hand side of (10) .
The most important correction (which is summed over century rotations of the planets) is related to the "resonance" (proportional to ǫcosϕ) GR terms. We therefore ignore in (10) all corrections, apart from u 2 ∼ 2µ 2 L −4 ǫcosϕ and
ǫcosϕ. Then the approximate equation for the rosette motion,
ǫcosϕ, leads to the well known perihelion precession, ∆ϕ = 6πµ 2 L −2 ≡ 6πµ/a(1 − ǫ 2 ), which may be equally derived through Schwarzschild's metric approximations with warped three-space, for example [7, 8, 9, 10] .
It is important to emphasize for verification of the "flat space and non-linear time" concept that the observed result for the planet perihelion precession ∆ϕ in the Sun's field has been derived from the invariant four-interval (1) under flat three-space, γ ij = δ ij , rather than under any modifications with warped three-space.
The radar echo delay
The gravitational redshift of light frequency ω is still considered in many textbooks as a confirmation of the accepted opinion that gravity couples to the energy content of any matter, including the photon's energy E γ or the "relativistic mass" m γ = E γ /c 2 . The direct Einstein statement E = mc 2 for all rest-mass particles is well proved, but the inverse reading, m = E/c 2 , might not be automatically applied to electromagnetic waves with m = 0 and E = 0.
In 1907 Einstein introduced the principle of equivalence for a uniformly accelerated body and concluded that its potential energy is associated with the "heavy" (passive) gravitational mass [14] . Lately this conclusion of Einstein was formally generalized in a way that any energy, including light, has a gravitational mass. Proponents of this generalization assume that photon's energy-"relativistic mass" is attracted directly by the Earth in agreement with the measured redshift ∆ω/ω = ∆E γ /E γ = ∆(−m γ GM E R −1 E )/m γ c 2 due to these simple relations for light in the static gravitational field. But the formal introduction of the "relativistic mass" for matter with a zero scalar mass invariant resulted initially in the underestimated light deflection, ϕ = −2GM S /R S c 2 ≡ −2µ/c 2 R S ≡ −r g /R S , under the Newtonian "fall" of photons in the Sun's gravitational field [15] . In 1917, when the Schwarzschild's solution [2] for a space curvature had been proposed for General Relativity, the non-Newtonian light deflection, ϕ = −2r g /R S , has been predicted due to additional contributions from the supposed spatial curvature. Later all experimental tests proved the Einstein's corrected estimation for the gravitational light deflection, that provide grounds for non-Euclidean three-spaces in contemporary developments of General Relativity.
Below we intend to prove that GR may equally admit, in principle, the flat space concept for interpretation of light phenomena in gravitational fields. The issue in question is whether or not light gravitational phenomena undoubtedly confirm that space is really warped and that gravity couples to the photon's energy? The principle of equivalence has been rigorously proposed only for a rest-mass body with a proper reference system [14] , while the photon has neither an inertial mass nor a rest one. How may a passive gravitational mass be attributed to the particle without an inertial mass?
We consider both the radar echo delay and the gravitational light deflection without an assignment of the mass content to light. Our purpose is to verify that Euclidean space can perfectly match the known measurements [7, 8, 16, 17] of light phenomena in the Solar system without non-physical complications with the photon "relativistic mass" in question. Let us consider a static (g i = 0, for simplicity) gravitation field, where the physical slowness of photons, n −1 ≡ v/c, can be derived directly from the covariant Maxwell equations [9] , n −1 = √ǫμ = √ g oo . Now and below we associate g oo with the potential U o for a motionless local observer at a given point. The measured or observed velocity v = dl/dτ O , as well as the light frequency ω = ω o dt/dτ O , is to be specified with respect to the observer's proper-time differential dτ O = √ g oo dt. Originally Einstein had associated the light's redshift with the different clock rates in the Sun's gravitational potential [14] , and this true nature of the redshift is irrelevant to the energy content or to the "apparent weight" [16] of the massless photon. As compared to the physical velocity of light, dl/dτ o = cn −1 , its co-ordinate velocity, dl/dt, is double shifted by the static gravitational potential
in the Sun's gravitational field, where r g ≡ 2GM S /c 2 = 2, 95 km, r g /r ≪ 1. Notice that the local physical slowness n −1 = √ g oo , and the local time dilation dτ O /dt = √ g oo are responsible together for the double slowness in the co-ordinate velocity, which is relevant to observations of light coordinates or rays in gravitational tests.
A world time delay of Mercury's radar echo reads through the relation (11) as ∆t = 2
where y ≈ R S = 0.7 × 10 6 km is the radius of the Sun, while r E S = 149.5 × 10 6 km and r M S = 57.9 × 10 6 km are the Earth-Sun and Mercury-Sun distances, respectively. It is essential that we use Euclidean metrics for any finite distance,
, between the Sun's center (0,0) and any considered point (x, y) on the photonic ray. One can measure in the Earth's laboratory only the physical time delay ∆τ E = √ g E oo ∆t, which practically coincides with the world time delay ∆t in the Earth's weak field, i.e. ∆τ E ≈ ∆t = 220µs. From here the known experimental results [8, 17] correspond to the radar echo delay (12), based on strictly flat three-space within curved space-time.
Gravitational light bending
A co-ordinate angular deflection ϕ = ϕ ∞ − ϕ −∞ of a light front in the Sun's gravitational field can be promptly derived geometrically, for example, by using the co-ordinate velocity (11),
One could also try for massless phonons a formal extrapolation in question of the four-interval equation (1) for a rest-mass particle. However a correct physical procedure to derive the ray deflection (13) is to apply Fermat's principle to light in gravitational fields. This basic principle indicates on spatial flatness under suitable applications [4, 18] . In agreement with the original Einstein's consideration [14] one may relate the vector component K o in the scalar wave equation K µ K µ = 0 to the measured, physical energy-frequencyhω of the photon (cK o = E =hω = hω o dt/dτ o ,hω o = const). Recall that P o is also the measured particle's energy in the similar equation, P µ P µ = m 2 c 4 , for a rest-mass particle. The scalar wave equation
has the following solution for the electromagnetic wave,
The Fermat-type variations with respect to δϕ and δu (r ≡ u −1 , ϕ, and ϑ = π/2 are the spherical coordinates) for photons in a static gravitational field,
(where
2 ) result in a couple of light ray equations,
Solutions of (16),
o (1+cosϕ) and r g /r o ≈ r g U o ≈ r g /R S ≪ 1, may be used under the Sun's weak field. The propagation of light from r(−∞) = ∞, ϕ(−∞) = π to r(+∞) → ∞, ϕ(+∞) → ϕ ∞ corresponds to the angular deflection
′′ from the initial light's direction. This deflection coincides with (13) and is in agreement with the known measurements −1, 66 ′′ ± 0.18 ′′ , for example [8] . We may conclude that there is no need to warp Euclidean three-space for the explanation of the "non-Euclidean" light deflections if one follows strictly the original Einstein's approach to light in gravitational fields [14] . In fact, the massless electromagnetic wave is not attracted directly by the Sun, but exhibits an inhomogeneous slowness of the physical velocity, v ≡ dl/dτ O = c √ g oo , and therefore a double slowness of the coordinate velocity, dl/dt = cg oo . The coordinate velocity slowness is related to the measured coordinate bending of light. In closing, the variational Fermat's principle reliably supports space flatness for light in the Solar system.
Geodetic and frame-dragging precessions of orbiting gyroscopes
Expected precessions of the orbiting gyroscopes in the Gravity Probe B Experiment [19] have been calculated by Schiff [20] based on the Schwarzschild-type solution with the curved space metric. Below we shall derive alternative predictions for a test spinning particle based on the introduced GR interpretation of the relativistic motion in a central gravitation field. Recall that the particle space element is always flat due to the intrinsic metric symmetries for matter with non-linear relations of time and space elements within the GR invariant interval (1). We also rely on the fact that Einstein's covariant formalism can be universally applied to all warped space-time manifolds, with or without intrinsic metric symmetries. Therefore we employ the conventional GR equation dS µ /dp = Γ λ µν S λ dx ν /dp for the point particle spin S µ with regular restrictions V µ S µ = 0 or S o = −ẋ i S i on the bound spin components [10, 20] ,
In general affine connections Γ λ µν and the metric tensor (3) depend on four nonstationary and inhomogeneous components U µ = {U o , U i } within the nonlinear Weber-type gravitational potential
Below we shall calculate connections for space-time with constant fields, for simplicity, when 
The last term at the right-hand side of (19) is responsible for the LenseThirring frame dragging, which vanishes for non-rotating centers, when ω → 0 and
may be compared with the Schiff's non-relativistic equation d S/dt = ( Ω geo + Ω f d ) × S for the Gravity Bprobe B [20] . The equation (20) is suitable for free falling or orbiting gyroscopes in the Earth's field. And here the second summand,
Schiff's result for the frame-dragging precession,
At the same time the main contribution, −S jẋ j ∂ i U o , in (20) corresponds to a diminished (in about three times) geodetic precession compared to the Schwarzschild-based prediction
3 [20] . Such significant difference of alternative predictions for the geodetic precession simplifies justification of two competing GR solutions by the forthcoming Gravity Probe B data.
Recall that Weber's electromagnetic potential has been established directly from lab experiments with moving charges [11] . But why Weber's electrodynamics has not been widely accepted? The reason is, most probably, that Weber's potential and Coulomb's potential provide practically the same field intensities or forces for test charges. At first glance this might not work for gravitation, where the specific Weber-type potential W o = U o /(V o − U o ) depends on a fixed particle parameter (constant evergy V o ) and aparently differs for static fields from the universal Newton potential U o = −GM/r. Below we shall prove that the Weber-type gravitational potential for a central static field can lead Einstein's formalism for a strong gravitational force to the universal Newton law and the definite meaning of the Gauss flux.
A constant field intensity E i = f i /m of steady moving sources or a threevector force acting on a unit test mass in a constant gravitational field is well defined, for example [9] , in General Relativity:
We may use U i = 0 and integrals of motion (7), with
for the strong central field of a static point mass M . Such source generates the universal field intensity f /m = − ∇(1
3 , which is independent from the particle parameter E in strong fields, according to our approach to General Relativity with equations (7) and (22). It is evident that the metric component g Sch oo
with the critical radius r g , introduced by Schwarzschild from the Newtonian potential, cannot maintain for strong fields in (22) the strict "geometric" intensity f (r)/m = const r/r 3 and, consequently, the conceptual [13] conservation of the Gauss flux r 2 d Ω f (r)/m = 4π const through all 2D surfaces at arbitrary r.
Astronomic observations should verify that the universal Newton law for strong field intensities is valid for any sources without correction radial terms and, therefore, the singularity-free Weber-type potential has a priority in metric gravitation over the Newton potential. Non-stationary terms in (22) for binary astronomic systems, for example, should not change the absolute meaning of the Gauss flux. In theory, the intrinsic metric symmetries of pseudo-Riemannian space-time g −1 oo g oi g oj − g ij = δ ij , the divergence-free gravitational potentials
, and the gravitational flux conservation f i ds i = const may suggest a promising avenue to quantize a gravitational field in flat threespace in analogy with a quantized electromagnetic field. In practice, inelastic collisions of test bodies with space dust or radiation may result in drag forces which violate the parametric balance const = E = V o for a static central field, but these forces should not be interpreted as a violation of the Newton universal law for intensity of strong sources.
In general, the Einstein covariant formalism works universally for all kinds of competing metric solutions, with or without specific particle parameters and intrinsic metric symmetries. The question is how to interpret non-Newtonian observations, as well as what are time and space elements in our measurements. We predict that the forthcoming Gravity Probe B data should confirm the Lense-Thirring frame dragging effect along with the flat-space geodetic term in (20) . Such combination of two "conflicting" results would be unexplainable from the Schwarzschild metric solution, but might match our metric solution (6)- (7) with non-linearly delayed time under strictly flat 3D space. In this way the Gravity Probe B experiment might address the Narlikar conceptual problems in Schwarzschild-based interpretation of General Relativity [13] and throw some light on the unexplained concerns of Einstein regarding black hole singularities "in physical reality" [12] .
Conclusions
We derived quantitative predictions for Mercury's perihelion precession, Mercury's radar echo delay, and the gravitational light deflection by the Sun in strictly flat three-space. The numerical results are well known from the Schwarzchild-type approach and they were successfully confirmed in many experiments [8] . Recall that the conventional interpretation of these experiments relies on space curvature near a gravitational center. To the contrary, our analysis allows us to conclude that the same gravitational phenomena can reinforce credibility to the strict spatial flatness in non-linear relations of Einstein's General Relativity. Therefore spatial displacement dl may be referred in GR as a space interval, while the integral dl along a space curve does not depend anymore on fields and has a defined meaning.
We attached all field corrections within the GR invariant ds 2 to the particle time element dτ 2 . In other words, gravity may curve specific space-time elements, dτ and ds for every moving particle, but its space interval dl is always flat and universal. It is not surprising that our approach to relativistic corrections, based on the integrals of motion (7), resulted in Schwarzschildtype estimations, based on similar integrals of motion for the weak Sun's field. However strong fields in (7) will not lead to further coincidences of numerical solutions with Schwarzschild-type predictions for black holes.
Both the world space interval dl = √ δ iν dx i dx ν and the world time interval dt = √ δ oν dx o dx ν = dx o are independent from local fields and proper parameters of elementary masses. This universal flatness is a mandatory requirement for these notions in their applications to different particles and their ensembles. Otherwise, there would be no way to introduce, for an observer, a universal ruler to measure and compare world space three-intervals even for neighboring particles or bodies. For example, it is impossible to measure or compare specific four-intervals ds N = g N µν (x)dx µ dx ν of different particles. In other words there is no universal geometry for four-intervals and therefore evolution of masses can be observed only in the common three-space, which ought to maintain universal (positive, negative, or zero) curvature for all material objects. We expect that precessions of the Probe B gyroscopes will confirm spatial flatness and framedragging effect in agreement with the introduced options for Einstein's tensor formalism. More common, reinforcement of the universal 3D metric of the physical world space with observed dynamics of masses is a principle responsibility of the flexible covariant mechanism of General Relativity.
